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Performance
High-capacity 1200 Mbps
speeds and ranges
of up to 150 km enable
Infinet Wireless to create
industry-leading wireless
infrastructures for fullyfledged triple play support
in metropolitan and regional
networks which require the
highest Quality of Service
(QoS) and performance
combinations.

Flexibility
Topology-agnostic, multiplefrequency and universal
wireless platforms can
be tailored to individual
customer requirements
to give them exactly the
solution they need.

Integration
Our wireless systems are
easily integrated into virtually
any network infrastructure,
(including MPLS), due to the
industry’s richest collection
of networking features and
protocol sets.

ABOUT COMPANY
Infinet Wireless is a leading
manufacturer of fixed broadband
wireless connectivity solutions
providing a wide range of carrierclass infrastructures.
Established in 1993, we are one
of the world’s largest privately
owned Fixed Broadband Wireless
Access R&D and manufacturing
companies and have fast

become the preferred choice
of service providers which require
uncompromising connectivity.
Infinet Wireless is in
demand worldwide with
thousands of end‑users and
over 500,000 units deployed
in over 130 countries, across
all 5 continents.

TARGET MARKET SECTORS

Reliability
Our various solutions
have withstood the most
challenging environmental
conditions across all five
continents and are still
in operation after 15 years
of continuous use. It is not
without substance, therefore,
Infinet Wireless can claim
that it makes the most robust
systems in the marketplace.

Operators and Internet
Service Providers

Enterprise and Corporate
Networks

y GSM/3G/4G high-capacity backhaul

y High-Speed LAN or WAN
connectivity for corporate
networks

Optimization
of capital costs

y WISP infrastructure backhaul
and internet access for remote
locations

Infinet Wireless innovative
solutions enable the
deployment of highperformance infrastructures
with the minimum number
of network elements,
therefore reducing total cost
of ownership.

y Rural/Suburban for last mile access
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y Cost-effective alternatives
to legacy microwave links

y Remote site connectivity
for infrastructure monitoring
and management
y Triple play applications

y NLOS and nLOS configurations
y Reliable backup for fibre lines, highspeed FSO or millimeter-wave links

Infinet Wireless

Energy

Public safety

Transport and Logistics

y Connectivity for remote
and nomadic units

y Video surveillance solutions

y Reliable communication
between train stations

y Telemetry data acquisition
and real-time video streams
y Connectivity for pipelines,
oil clusters, pump stations,
energy distribution systems etc.

y Intelligent Traffic Management
systems
y Emergency and medical services

y Automated management
of crossing along train routes
y Remote management of fixed
and rolling assets

y Operating in the harshest
environments

Carrier-class fixed broadband wireless solutions
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SOLUTIONS

Point-to-Point Solutions

Applications

Our Point-to-Point solutions
that provide proven reliability
and performance are represented
with the unit of the families
Quanta 5/6/70 and InfiLINK
Evolution.

in firewall, router and security
features. Throughput now can reach
up to 670 Mbps, and the system
is able to work at distances even
more than 100 km.

Quanta 5 is a brand new recordbreaking spectral efficiency
5 GHz solution with an impressive
performance of up to 650 Mbps
in just 56 MHz of spectrum.

Key Features
and Highlights

Quanta 6 is a brand new recordbreaking spectral efficiency
6 GHz solution with an impressive
performance of up to 650 Mbps
in just 56 MHz of spectrum.

y High gain integrated antennas
from 18 dBi to 28 dBi

y Extended QoS support

y Video surveillance infrastructure
over medium and long distances

Quanta 70 is a brand new
addition to the Point-to-Point
product portfolio, operating in the
70.5‑76 GHz. Quanta 70 delivers real
throughput of up to 480 Mbps using
a 125 MHz channel size and can
operate at distances of up to 20 km.

y Flexible frequency planning

y Rural/Suburban last mile access

InfiLINK Evolution is a nextgeneration Point-to-Point system
for last-mile access in 4.9-6.4 GHz
frequency band with a built-
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y 200+ km distance without
repeaters

y Unlimited number of hops

y GSM/3G/4G/LTE high-capacity
backhaul
y Wireless ISP infrastructure
backhaul and internet access
for remote locations
y Fully-fledged Fibre/FSO/
Millimeter-wave systems
replacement, extension or backup
y LOS and NLOS backhaul
connectivity for macro and smallcell base stations

y Extended temperature
range from -55 to + 60 °C
at 100% humidity
y TDD synchronisation support
y LOS/nLOS/NLOS connectivity

Infinet Wireless

Point-to-Multipoint Solutions

InfiMAN Evolution is a wireless
Point-to-Multipoint solution
operating in 4.9–6.4 GHz frequency
bands.
InfiMAN Evolution base station
provides a high throughput and
quality of service to a larger number
of subscribers, ultimately helping
to generate additional revenue
streams and profits.
InfiMAN Evolution has a built-in
router functionality, eliminating
the cost of installing an additional
SOHO router at the customer’s
premises. Potential cyber-security
issues can be quickly addressed
with a built- in firewall.
The family of solutions guarantees
many years of uninterrupted
operation, thanks to its completely
sealed enclosure, which is resistant
to moisture and salt damage.
The subscriber units provided with
this product family are dual band,
able to operate in both the 5 GHz
and 6 GHz frequency bands

Key Features
and Highlights
y Base station sector distance
coverage: 40+ km
y Up to 800 Mbps base station
sector performance in just
20/40/80 MHz of spectrum,
reducing capital expenditure

Applications
y Last mile access for Wireless ISPs
and service providers
y High-Speed LAN or WAN
corporate networks
y Wireless infrastructure for video
surveillance and public safety
networks

y Subscriber terminal performance
up to 670 Mbps

y High-density WISP access
network

y Base station sectors supported
with smart beamforming
technology to increase capacity
two-fold and improve interference
and noise immunity

y Long-range enterprise network
y Rural low-density WISP
coveraged

y TDD synchronization
y Advanced QoS features, offering
a robust and reliable solution
y Advanced network features
at layers 2, 3 and 4
y Interference mitigation toolkit
y Extended temperature range
from -55 to + 60 °C at 100%
humidity

Carrier-class fixed broadband wireless solutions
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PROJECT EXAMPLES

DU

Cartagena de Indias

Nornickel

United Arab Emirates

Colombia

Russia

Providing higher capacity to cater
for fast growing mobile and fixed
data usage, as well as a reliable
backbone to carry multicast IPTV
services, both in dense urban areas
and in tough weather conditions
on long rural hops.

Infinet Wireless helps to improve
health and care services in
Cartagena de Indias. Infinet Wireless
solutions replaced a wireless
platform, which suffered from major
delays for data transfers and sharing,
resulting in poor service, however,
with the implementation of the new
Infinet solutions, greater operational
efficiency was achieved as well
as optimization of the service,
reducing the number of technical
supports attended.

Infinet Wireless solutions support
mining beyond the Arctic Circle
at the Nornickel quarry.

MetroCarrier

Airport of Thailand

Cairo

Mexico

Thailand

Egypt

Infinet Wireless improves
communication capabilities
for Mexico-based Metro Carrier
with solar-powered wireless
network. GTMS successfully
designed a network that delivered
the symmetric 20 or 50 Mbps
service requested by the customer
with a record implementation and
installation time.

AOT can now focus more of its
efforts and resources on the
day-to-day development and
management of its airports,
without worrying about the
previous potential damages to its
networks, thanks primarily to the
superior performance of Infinet
Wireless and Easy Networks’ local
support throughout the life cycle
of the project.

Providing the Cairo authorities
with a complete Intelligent Traffic
Solution based on our wireless
platforms
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To ensure the effective distribution
of equipment along supply routes,
load control, prompt adjustment
of the production process, and
tracking possible violations, Infinet
Wireless solutions were deployed to
ensure the processes, crucial for the
optimization of quarry work and for
increasing productivity.

Infinet Wireless

Daleel Petroleum L.L.C.

Radio Technoloji

API Guaymas

Oman

Turkey

Mexico

From a network integration
standpoint, a major benefit of the
Infinet Wireless solution has been
the ability to seamlessly connect
all systems and hardware platforms
across Daleel’s value chain.

Network stimulus for Istanbul’s
historic heart and modern-day
administrative hub. All of the
municipality’s different networks,
such as CCTV, hotspot services,
intranet, guest services, personnel
information system, access control
systems, surveillance cameras
at parks and gardens and security
systems are now running over
Infinet Wireless reliable and fast
network with high levels of service
and efficiency.

API Guaymas’ new, robust
monitoring system supported
by new video, communication and
storage technology has helped
significantly to improve the port
and surrounding areas security. The
selected solution can now provide
full port security, resulting in a
significant impact on the control
of goods coming in and out of the
country.

Mada communications

Rio de Janeiro

Mobilis

Kuwait

Brazil

Romania

Deployment of a new infrastructure
to replace an outdated WiMAX
network, providing increased
reliability and coverage

A scalable and cost-effective
solution to deliver high-resolution
surveillance and imaging services
to local government bodies, and
able to support additional services
during the 2014 FIFA World Cup
and the 2016 Summer Olympics

Infinet Wireless and Mobilis
implement new intelligent system
to increase traffic safety and
crime prevention for Galati. After
the implementation of the entire
project, Galati has become a safer
city, allowing street-level video
monitoring of 36 zones of the city.
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